Abstract -This paper describes a hierarchical evolutionary technique developed to design and train feedforward neural networks with different activation functions on their hidden layer neurons (Heterogeneous Neural Networks). At an upper level, a genetic algorithm is used to determine the number of neurons in the hidden layer and the type of the activation function of those neurons. At a second level, neural nets compete against each other across generations so that the nets with the lowest test errors survive. Finally, on a third level, a coevolutionary approach is used to train each of the created networks by adjusting both the weights of the hidden layer neurons and the parameters for their activation functions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) and Radial Basis Function (RBF) networks are the most common feedfonvard artificial neural networks (ANNs) used on classification, recognition and prediction problems. They have been applied to a variety of fields, usually producing better results when replacing or being combined with conventional techniques. Such capabilities come fiom the fact that both MLPs and RBFs show an important attribute: they are universal approximators with good generalization capabilities [l 11, [Z] .
Typically, A N N s are composed of a pre-defined number of similar neurons in their hidden layer. Despite the existence of some rules of thumb to indicate this parameter in accordance with the available training data, such empirical methods are failure-prone, not warranting their applicability in all cases. In such context, designing A N N s through simulated evolution has shown its effectiveness as an automatic alternative to manual configuration [5] . A prominent advantage of the evolutionary design over the manual one is its adaptability to dynamic changes in the environment [ 161. Although the neuron's activation function (AF) has been shown to be an important parameter for the ANN configuration -it is the source of non-linearity responsible for the approximation capabilities -few works have explored such fact while devising new neural net topologies. Currently, there are no extensive results reported in the literature contemplating the effectiveness of employing gaussian or logistic AF's in all neurons of the hidden layer. This approach is followed, generally, as a means to simplify the design tasks.
However, if the AF of each neuron could be automatically defined, better results regarding the net performance and the training convergence rate could be achieved. In this work, we attempt to investigate such supposition by using Genetic Algorithms (GAS) for the design of heterogeneous neural networks. The idea is to view each hidden neuron as a peer with distinguished capabilities (different AF) to be explored while integrating with others in a same ensemble (neural net). Such abstraction is based on the cooperative combination of evolving populations of experts, combining their qualifications to reach the problem solution [Z] .
With such objective in mind, we used a hierarchical approach, known as Hierarchical Coevolutionary Genetic Algorithm (HCGA), which was initially conceived with two evolutionary levels [3] . We added one more evolutionary level to it, so that on the first level a GA is used to build the ANN'S topology, i.e., to choose both the number of neurons in the hidden layer and the AF of each neuron. On a second level, neural nets compete against each other across generations so that the nets with the lowest test error survive. Finally, on the third level, a coevolutionary approach is used to train each of the above-created networks by adjusting the weights of the neurons in the hidden layer and the parameters of their AF's.
Thus we propose an algorithm capable of constructing efficient ANNs without the need of expertise knowledge about the problem nor adjustment of configuration parameters. The resulting ANNs may have any number of neurons on their hidden layer as well as different AFs on those neurons, optimized in order to solve complementary parts of the problem.
In the remainder of the paper, we introduce the use of evolutionary techniques for the configuration of neural nets, present our framework to the automatic design of heterogeneous neural networks, show results fiom our experiments, compare this approach to a previous version [l] , identify possible work extensions, and address some final considerations.
EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHMS APPLIED TO NEURAL NETWORKS
GA's have been used in conjunction with neural networks in three major undertakings [ 5 ] : data pre-processing, weight optimization, and neural net topology determination. The second item has been hampered mainly because of the Competing Conventions Problem. As weight adjustment with GA's relies heavily on recombination, there may be many equivalent symmetric solutions to the same optimization problem, delaying the convergence process. This can be alleviated by using more appropriate crossover operators which try to avoid individuals presenting the same cyclic genetic order on the elements of their chromosomes.
Another strategy centers upon the integration between evolutionary programming (EP) and ANNs. Liu and Yao [ 161 have presented an EP-based algorithm for the tuning of ANNs with different activation function nodes. The weights are adjusted by means of a combination of the Backpropagation (BP) algorithm with a random search algorithm. For simplicity, the authors chose to use only the logistic and the Gaussian AF's, as they represent two broad classes of activa-0-7803-7282-4/02/$10.00 02002 IEEE tion functions with complementary features. The resulting generalized neural net (GNN), as they call it, resembles very much what we name here as heterogeneous neural networks (HNN), albeit our approach gears towards the employment of a hierarchical coevolutionary-genetic algorithm (HCGA) and is open to other types of AF's.
Iyoda and Von Zuben [6] have also attempted to analyze the impact of configuring ANNs with different AFs at the hidden layer by proposing an evolutionary hybrid architecture inspired by another constructive method (Projection Pursuit Leaming -PPL). Such approach also incorporates distinct composition functions in the output layer (additive andor multiplicative), leading to a higher efficiency on the combination of the mapping efforts realized by the hidden neurons. Their algorithm relies only on a classical GA, not directly promoting the cooperation among the units.
Finally, it is worth mentioning the prominent evolutionary methodology developed by Moriarty and Miikkulainen [3] , [4] , denominated SANE. SANE relates to a "symbiotic adaptive neuro-evolution system" in which a population of homogeneous neurons is coevolved to compose a neural net intended to be deployed on dynamic environments. This hierarchical solution attempts to optimize the neural topology by two means. First, since neurons are recognized as functional building blocks, their ensemble can be more accurately evaluated. Second, since no neuron is evaluated only by its own capabilities, but rather by the qualities of the groups in which it takes part, evolutionary pressure exists to evolve several complementary neuron types.
THE HCGAZ APPROACH
In this section, we present the main design decisions taken during the conception of the HCGAz approach and assess its adequacy and performance through a series of benchmarking results over well-known pattem classification problems. Figure I shows the heterogeneous neural network (H") model used on the HCGA2. It resembles a typical feedforward neural net; the main difference lies on the hidden layer, as its neurons may have distinct AF's (hi(.)). Such functions are chosen from a delimited candidate set, which is presented in Table I , and comprehends a broad parcel of those usually employed on the construction of ANN'S.
A. Heterogeneous Neural Networks
It is important to emphasize that there is also a Radial Basis Function that can be used together with the non-RBF functions, in a novel approach that we expect to increase the HN"s approximation capacity. On the RBFGreen function we can adjust up to three parameters: p -the vector with the Rl3F's center coordinates; Q -the RBF's variance vector; and w -a pondering weights vector. To reduce the GA's search space, we only evolve the p values and one value for Q. No pondering weights are used. 
Given the training set { ( X~, S~) }~=~, the LMS will then try to minimize the sum of the squared errors produced by each of the p input-output patterns. The H matrix is obtained, in this 0-7803-7282-4/02/$10.00 02002 IEEEcase, after the definition of m transfer functions chosen among the candidates given by Table I and applied to the p patterns thereupon. The optimal solution for the output weights is given by where (HTHJ'HT is the pseudo-inverse of H, which shall only exist if H has a non-deficient rank.
B. HCGAz Architecture
The shadowed box in Figure I indicates the components of the HNN to be optimized directly by the HCGAz. As depicted in Figure 11 , we conceived a hierarchical coevolutionary architecture composed of three levels. In an upper level, a conventional GA (NNdGA) is used to build the neural network description ("d) or net topology, i.e., to choose the number of neurons in the hidden layer and their AFs (possibly distinct). Each gene in the chromosome represents one AF from Table I . Similar NNd's are not allowed, in order to reduce the possibility of equivalent symmetric solutions (Competing Conventions Problem).
Associated to each NNd, there is a second level GA (HNNGA) whose population consists of HNN's with the hidden layer built according to the NNd. Those HNN's take their hidden layer neurons at random from the bottom level GAS (NeuronGAs). Neural nets compete across generations and are refined using the iterated LMS optimization process applied to their output weights. The fitness of the HNNs is inversely proportional to the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE), that is, corresponds to the percentage of correctly classified patterns. The NNd receives the fitness of the best ranked HNN of its HNNGA. At the bottom level, a coevolutionary approach was selected to train the networks by adjusting both the AF parameters of the hidden layer neurons and the input weights. In order to promote the cooperative behavior among the neurons that participate in a given net (aiming at the optimized sharing and division of responsibilities), each unity receives its
fitness according to the average fitness of the networks wherein it engages. Each neuron on the hidden layer can be viewed as a distinct evolving species that is allotted to a separate GA (NeuronGA) customized to represent its attributes and that will probably specialize in a complementary manner to the other NeuronGAs. The chromosomes associated with the HNNs are codified as follows: each gene represents a logical link to a given neuron pertaining to a certain bottom level NeuronGA. The same neuron is allowed to integrate various neural nets. All HNN's in a HNNGA have the same architecture (since they were built after the same NNd) and differ by the hidden layer neurons they take from the NeuronGAs. Typically, the codification of the neuron chromosomes in the NeuronGAs comprehend two slots: one for the input weights and another for the neuron's AF parameters. The mutation and crossover operators may actuate on both slots at the same time, and they know how to manage the differences between them (scale, data type, etc.).
The evolution of the HNN's architecture and of the hidden layer weights are alternated. This process can avoid the moving target problem resulting from the simultaneous evolution of both architectures and weights [15] . The number of generations considered for benchmarking purposes relates to the NNdGA cycles. The initial populations of all GA's (NNdGA, HNNGA and NeuronGA) are set in a random manner (zero-average and uniform distribution). Configuration parameters can be found on Table I1 and Appendix A is dedicated to the HCGAz algorithm.
C. Results
The two pattern classification problems considered here were obtained from the PROBENl benchmarking repository [9] , allowing the comparison of our proposal with others. The database of patterns in this repository is, for each problem, divided into three different partitionings of the same data set. This allows network simulation with the same set but with patterns in a different order each time. The data sets are 
MUTATION-CHANCE
Chance of mutation occurrence 1% 1% 1%
MIN-HIDDEN-NEURONS MAX-HIDDEN-NEURONS MAX-UNUSED-CYCLES

CROSSOVER-CHANCE
Percentage of elements to be created by crossover between the best elements 25% 25% 25%
__ __
Minimum number of neurons allowed in the net hidden layer
Maximum number of cycles a neuron may survive without belonging to any network 5 15
__ __
Maximum number of neurons allowed in the net hidden layer 3
--_-divided into training, validation and test patterns. The training patterns were used in the network refinement through the LMS process; the validation patterns were used to compute the HN"s fitness, and the test patterns were used to test the best HNN at the end of each NNdGA cycle. It is important to remark that the test result is not used by the HCGA2 (not even to indicate when to stop the training phase, as done in many ANN training algorithms), thus working as an independent result. The first problem, Card, refers to the task of approving or not the delivery of credit cards to particular customers, taking into account their profiles. The database has 690 samples of possible customers (patterns), with 51 input parameters (net input attributes) and two possible output responses (yes or no). 44% of the customers have good profiles and there are some absent data referring to some attributes, hindering the classification process. There are 345 training patterns, 172 validation patterns and 172 test patterns.
The Heart problem lies in the area of predicting cardiac diseases by observing some clinical cases (patients' health conditions). In this repository, there is a collection of 920 patient samples (patterns) each composed of 35 inputs (personal data) and two outputs (prone to cardiac problems or not). Some attributes are also missing, making the decision even harder. The sets are divided into 460 training patterns, 230 validation patterns and 230 test patterns.
The experiments were implemented in the Java language (JDK 1.2) and, on an IBM 9076SP (with four IBM/RS6000 Power2 Super Chip 160 MHz processors), it took about 25 min. to process each NNdGA cycle, confirming the high computational costs we expected. Most of the computational time was spent on the optimization of the output layer weights (using the LMS), more specifically, on computing the pseudo-inverse matrix, which is done about 4000 times at each cycle of the first level (NNdGA). But after obtaining the evolved net, no extra computational costs are present. Besides, the ease of use is a real advantage, since the designer does not need to know which AF's to use, how many neurons to put in the hidden layer, etc.
Each experiment was run five times. Table I11 shows the mean percentage (p) and standard deviation (0) of the participation of each AF type in the best networks evolved for each problem. C# stands for the Card data set and H# for the Heart data set. As can be noted, some types of neurons appeared more frequently than others, but not in a significant manner that would allow us, for example, to caracterize a tendency for these classification problems.
By observing the fitness of the best evolved network along the generations we notice that it does not converge too fast, indicating that our HNN population is able to maintain diversity and escape fiom local maxima even though we use an elitist selection approach. The average fitness of all networks does also not oscillate much, because the changes in the neurons during their evolution is smooth, due to the use of the geometrical crossover [ 171 and inductive mutation [ 141. The test data correct classification percentage, despite some big punctual oscillations, does not change significantly, indicating that the best network does not loose much of its generalization capacity. Table IV compares the results achieved by many neural network architectures [7] - [8] and our HCGA approach for the same data sets. The standard deviation (0) refers to the mean, which was not given for the tests reported in [8] . HCGAp performs better than most other approaches in most of the cases, showing its great generalization capabilities when applied to classification problems. For instance, the HCGA2 improvement over the second best ANN for the Card3 problem reaches nearly 20%, taking into account the classification error rate. Another advantage over most other ANNs is the 0-7803-7282-4/0U$10.00 92002 IEEEeasiness of use, since no parameter adjustments have to be done (we used the default GA parameters for all tests). 
D. Comparison with HCGAl
The first version of this algorithm, developed by Coelho et al. [I] , showed good results on classification problems, as well as on prediction problems, but had some problems that we have solved on this version.
First of all, the HNNs now have the possibility of augmenting and prunning [ 121 the number of neurons at the hidden layer at each generation, giving space to the arousal of "extend-shrink" behaviors. Another advantage of the new HCGA2 is the separation of HNN's with different architectures into different GAS, so that the neurons from the NeuronGAs will always work with the same peers, facilitating the neuron's specialization. The creation of one NeuronGA for each position in the net's hidden layer, instead of one NeuronGA for each neuron AF type, as in HCGAI, also brings advantages. In this way, even neurons with the same AF are encouraged to specialize into different regions of the search space (due to coevolutionary forces). What happened in HCGAl was that a HNN containing neurons with the same AF would have them to perform almost the same task, since they were part of the same NeuronGA. Table V shows a comparison of the RMSE between the best HNN of HCGAl and HCGA2. The difference to the results in Table IV is that, in HCGA,, the validation patterns were added to the training patterns, the test patterns were used for validation and no independent test was made. Thus, to be able to compare both versions, we had to run on the same conditions. It is clear that HCGA2 has much better results, surpassing the first version by an average of 45% for the card problem and by 20% for the heart problem. 
E. Future Work
Some improvements could be undertaken as future work. First of all we should test the performance of the HCGA2 on other kinds of problems, like temporal series prediction, function interpolation, etc. Likewise, we can extend the algorithm by using configurable splines andlor polinomials as AF's of the hidden layer neurons, instead of setting a predefined number of AF's. It would be also possible to use an ANN as AF, creating a nested structure for the HNN. Still we could add more levels to the HCGAz hierarchy, in order to co-evolve two or more neural networks that work together on a certain upper level problem.
IV. CONCLUSION
This work has examined the suitability of merging together in a same framework various promising approaches proposed recently for the configuration of neural net architectures, particularly those involving coevolution. The resulting model (HCGA2) comprehends a new hierarchical-based evolutionary scheme devoted to the progressive assembling of heterogeneous neural structures. This blending strategy was assessed through a series of benchmarking tests over classification problems. The findings obtained so far corroborate other results already presented in the literature, showing that HCGA2 constitutes a promising design strategy on the direction of fully automatic adjustment of an extended set of neural networks parameters.
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